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Abstract.$Data Center (DC)  quality is if it can provide optimal service.   Optimal service means"
that the access provided should be free from interference.  Interference can come from outside the"
system or from within the system itself.    One of the variables used to measure the performance of"
data center architecture is a routing protocol. Routing Information Protocol is a variable to"
measure performance on BCube and DCell topologies.   Testing is done using a  simulator that can"
produce information architecture that has the best performance when communicating from the"
server to the client. BCube is a server-centric network structure, while DCell is a recursively"
defined architecture. This study was conducted to compare the two data center topologies with"
experimental methods. The results show that DCell has a better speed in data 
transmission."However, when viewed from the side of security and integrity of BCube delivery 
much better, this"is because BCube is able to send data completely without any failure or inhibition 
in the delivery.

1. Introduction
One of the phenomena that occurred in the era of information technology is the growth of data is very
significant. This happens since the possibility of the process of convergence of media information, so
that impact on the development and increase the volume and type of data continuously. Start data that
only in the form of text, image data in the form of images or photos, then data in the form of video, up
to the data derived sensing system. These conditions then encourage the emergence of terminology in
the world of Information Technology (IT) is today known as big data.

The data center can provide the organizational capability and support to operate at all times
and as needed. Information technology resources that can be covered in the data center include
mainframes, web servers, application servers, file servers, print servers, messaging servers, application
software, operating systems, storage, and network infrastructure[2]. Applications stored in the data
center can be internal or external. Network-based applications can include IP telephony, video
streaming, IP video conferencing, and so on [6].

Currently, many data center infrastructure architectures have been developed, among them
are: the canonical tree, folded Clos tree, DCell, and BCube. Canonical tree and folded Clos tree is a
conventional data center infrastructure architecture, while DCell and BCube is a modern infrastructure
architecture [14]. To measure the performance of the two data center architectures which one is better.
So researchers analyze between BCube and DCell to see from the data delivery side, which is faster
between the two. So that researchers can get better results to use BCube or DCell. The purpose of this
study is to determine the performance of data rates between BCube and DCell in which data delivery
is better used with the help of RIP routing. Routers are used in networks based on TCP/IP protocol
technology, to extend from LAN network to WAN and MAN networks. An example of a LAN
network by a router is expanded into an internet-based network [9].

Routing is the process of selecting a path that a packet takes on a computer network to send
network traffic. In this routing process, a network is represented as a weighted graph where each
interconnection between points within a network has a certain weight or value. These values can be
bandwidth, network delay, hop count, path cost, load, reliability, and communication costs. Each
router must find the route with the lowest cost [3]. RIP (Routing Information Protocol) is a dynamic
routing protocol. RIP is included in protocols with distance-vector routing algorithms (calculated
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based on the shortest distance between nodes) [8]. Distance vector is a very simple algorithm, where
iteration continues until there is no information exchange between routers until iteration stops by
itself) [13]. Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is a distance vector protocol that uses a jump count in
its measurement. After updating the routing table, the router will immediately start updating the
transmission to all network routers. This update is completely independent of regular updates[13].

!3 45678"6987:;7<57=
2.1. Data Center
A Data Center is central storage, both physical and virtual for storage media, management, and
scattering of data and information organized around a particular body of knowledge or pertaining to a
particular business. For example, the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) is a common data center
that takes care of the world's largest archive of weather information [15]. Location determination for
the data center requires that the location be expandable. A data center can occupy one room of a
building, one or more floors, or entire building [15]. Location considerations are the most important
requirements that must be met to anticipate the ever-increasing need for IT, especially hardware
increments. In TIA Standard 942 it is required that the data center location is free from the interference
of electronic equipment that may cause electromagnetic interference [11].

Data Center which literally means the data center is a facility to place computer system and
related equipment, such as data communication system and data storage. Based on the type of service,
generally the development of data center are grouped into two, namely: (1) internet data center
(internet data center), only to support applications related to the internet, (2) business data center, to
support all the functions that allow various business models to run on internet services, intranets or
both. Therefore, the information required is handled by a system capable of managing data well, both
storage capacity, data security, network infrastructure and information recovery system [4]. The
relationship between the data center with the research to be conducted is the researchers will measure
the speed of data transfer on the data center topology that is BCube and DCell.

2.2. Data CenterArchitectures
Mathematics The data center is a facility to place the computer system and related components [6].
The Data Center Architecture of a data is currently capable of handling up to 100,000 hosts with
approximately 70% of execution of communications executed internally. This presents a challenge in
designing the architecture of the interconnection network and its communication protocol. At the data
center scale, conventional architecture often occurs due to physical bottleneck and cost limits of
network devices used. Specifically, the availability of 10 Gigabit Ethernet components can overcome
the limitations as it offers greater capacity but is still too expensive. The data center architecture itself
widely used today is the three-tier architecture. This architecture consists of layers (1) access, (2)
aggregation, (3) cores. Some data centers exist that still use the two-tier architecture where the two-
tier computing server architecture (S) is arranged into the rack form a tier-one network. In a tier-two
network, switches in Layer-3 (L3) provide full mesh connectivity using 10 GE links. In the next
development with the availability of a link with a capacity of 100 GE, the three-tiered data center
architecture is developed, which is basically the same as the three-tier architecture, but its link
capacity is ten times that of the three-tier architecture for the link capacity between core and
aggregation to 100 GE, between aggregation and access to 10 GE while between access with 1 GE
fixed server. The biggest challenge that arises in the data center is the rising cost of consumption for
power. As Filani explains in his paper, in the last decade the cost of power and data center cooling has
increased by 400% and the trend will continue to increase. In some cases, power consumption
accounts for 40-50% of the total operating costs of the data center [5].

2.3. BCube and DCell
BCube is a server-centric network structure. There are two types of devices that make up the BCube-
server structure with multiple network ports and mini-switches connecting servers on different layers,
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server-centric network structures, where servers with multiple network ports connect to multiple layers"
of COTS mini switches (off-the-shelf)."Servers in DCell have multiple ports each server connected"
with one mini-switch and with many other servers via link communication. DCell is the basic building"
block for building a larger DCell [10]. of research data were analyzed by using Rasch models [17],"
which used the Winstep Version 3.72"software [18]. In addition, network psychometrics analysis was"
performed using JASP Version 0.8.6.0 [19]. Research data can be accessed in open source through the"
Open Science Framework [20].

Asghari et al (2016) they conducted research on virtualization networks that enabled"
computing networks and data center providers (DCs) to manage their network resources flexibly by"
using software that runs on a physical computer [1]. In this paper, they discussed the problem of"
classical DC network topologies in virtual environments and investigated a set of DC topology"
networks with the ability to provide dynamic structures according to the level of service required by"
active traffic in virtual DC networks. In his study, Asghari et al (2016) proposed three main"
approaches to modify BCube's classic a topological structure as a topological benchmark, and"
investigate the structural and maximum features associated with an interconnected bandwidth that can"
be achieved for different routing scenarios [1]. Finally, they run an extensive simulation program to"
examine the performance of a modified topology proposed in a simulated environment that takes into"
consideration analysis failures and also traffic congestion. These simulated experiments were tailored"
to their research objective of demonstrating the proposed modified topology efficiency compared to"
the classical BCube in terms of bandwidth availability and failure of endurance. The results derived"
from the study of Vahid et al., Are Horizontal and BCube-Hybrid Topologies provide good"
performance, even in some cases, Horizontal-BCube has shown slightly better performance. If viewed"
from the flexibility Hybrid-BCube provides a better topology. So it can be concluded that this"
topology is the first choice in designing the physical layer of the DC network [12].

Guo et al also conducted a study related to BCube which is about a new network architecture"
for the delivery of modular data center-based containers (MDCs) [7]. By installing a small number of"
network ports on each server" and using COTS motion as crossbars, and placing serverside routing"
intelligence, BCube forms a server-centric architecture. In his study showed that BCube significantly"
accelerates the one to traffic patterns and provides high network capacity. The BSR routing protocol"
further allows graceful performance decline and meets the specific requirements of MDCs.

Similar research on Bcube and DCell is also done by Fung Po Tso et al. They do research in"
server-centric DC architecture," the servers are both end-hosts and delivery nodes for the most"
representative multi-hop communication [16]. Both BCube and DCell come with custom routing"
protocols to make use of the topological properties. A high-level DCell is built from low-level DCells
(DCellk, k" � 0) recursively. DCell0 is a building block for building larger DCells. It has server n and
mini-switch and all servers in DCell0 are connected to mini-switch. And then DCell1 is built using n +"
1 DCell0. In DCell1, each DCell0 is connected" to all other DCell0 with one link. This procedure is"
repeated to create higher-level DCells. By comparison, BCube"on n server is connected to the port"
switch. BCube1 consists of n BCube0 and n-port switches. Name BCube a server in a BCube using"
array1 address. If the address of the two array servers is different from one digit means that two"
servers connected to the same level will switch digit. The prominent competitive advantage of server-
centric architecture is manageability because the entire DC fabric" is built from the server and a"
minimal set of network switches. Architecture, intelligence can be placed on the server to implement"
services in the network such as traffic aggregation, caching as well as in-package inspection and so"
forth. However, server-centric architectures are essentially different from traditional network designs"
and so are not trusted or complex to update. In promoting server-centric architectures, they must offer"
significant competitive advantages including outstanding in overall cost reductions increased security"
and resilience.
>3: ;7?7"8@#:A76#BCBDB$E
)*+,- ./,/0.1*-2,/,- 3*/-/45/.+6/730!-6/3*89-:+3*- 3*/- ;8!!8:+7<- ,3/5,- +7-"+<2./-�- =/!8:>-)*+,- ,329?-
=/<+7,-=?-5./50.+7<-3*/-/@2+56/73-2,/9-;8.- 3*/-AB2=/-079-CB/!!- 3858!8<?>-#@2+56/73-2,/9-0687<
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3*/6-D070</6/73-E:+31*-079-E/.F/.>-)*/-,/1879-5*0,/-+,-38-+7,30!!-3*/-/@2+56/73-2,/9>-G7,30!!03+87-
+,-987/-87-3*/-E/.F/.-+7-3*/-;8.6-8;-07-85/.03+7<-,?,3/6-079-187;+<2.03+87-8;-/01*-3/,3-/@2+56/73>-H7-
8F/.F+/:-8;-AB2=/-079-CB/!!-3858!8<?-3/,3+7<-107-=/-,//7-+7-"+<2./-�>

"+<2./-�>-)858!8<?-)/,3-8;-CB/!!-079-AB2=/

H;3/.- 0!!- 3*/- /@2+56/73- +,- +7,30!!/9- 079- 187;+<2./9I- 3*/- ;8!!8:+7<- ,30</,- 0./- 18650.+7<- 3*/-
5/.;8.6071/- 8;- AB2=/- 079- CB/!!- 3858!8<?- 2,+7<- J823+7<- G7;8.603+87- K.83818!- 0,- 0- 3/,3- F0.+0=!/>-
E5//9-+7-3*/-5.81/,,-8;-.823+7<-079-9030-3.07,;/.-+7-3858!8<?-38-3*/-50.06/3/.-2,/9-38-9/3/.6+7/-3*/-
=/,3-3858!8<?>-)*/-/79-8;-3*+,-/45/.+6/73-+,-987/-=?-./18.9+7<-/01*-6/0,2./6/73-./,2!3-079-5.8F+9+7<-
./1866/7903+87,-;8.-/01*-3/,3>

!"#$%"%&'()*!+%,# -),&%..%&'()*!+%,#

/(0$%"')1*&+#

2/#..*%)3*4/56#

7($(.(1'#,

8)%.9,',*(:

/(0$%"',()*;#,5.&,

"+<2./-�>-#45/.+6/73-J/,/0.1*-K*0,/

F3 ;7?9D6?:"GC:C5?@9??5BG
D/0,2./6/73- +,-5/.;8.6/9-87-0!!- ,/.F/.,- ;.86-)858!8<?-AB2=/-079-CB/!!>-)*/- 3/,3- ./,2!3,-8;-9030
3.07,;/.-87-AB2=/-079-CB/!!-3858!8<?-=?-2,+7<-J823+7<-G7;8.603+87-K.83818!-0,-.823+7<-107-=/-,//7
0,-;8!!8:,L
4.1. Result of Measurement on BCube Topology
)*/-./,2!3-8;-9030-1/73/.-+7;.0,3.2132./-5/.;8.6071/-6/0,2./6/73-2,+7<-AB2=/ 3858!8<?-+,-,*8:7-+7
30=!/-M>-D/0,2./6/73-./,2!3,-,*8:-3*03-3.+0!,-0./-5/.;8.6/9-:+3*-9+;;/./73-58.3,-079-,:+31*/,-:+3*-3*/
,06/-9/!+F/.?-10501+3+/,>-)*/-3/,3-./,2!3,-,*8:-3*03-,5//9-5/.;8.6071/-+7-9030-3.07,;/.-*0,-0-9+;;/./73
3+6/>-)*/-=/,3- 079- ;0,3/,3 5/.;8.6071/-:*/7- 3.07,;/..+7<-9030- +,- 87- ,:+31*-N- 079- ,/.F/.-O-87-"PQP>
E/.F/.-O-"PQP-+7-E:+31*-N-38-KB-P-:+3*-9/!+F/.?-10501+3+/,-RR$MRSO-=?3/,-</3-./,2!3-M$IPS$-=?3/,Q,/1
079-30%/,-3+6/-$O>$MT-,/1,-38-1865!/3/-9030-9/!+F/.?>-)/,3-./,2!3,-;8.-0!!-,/.F/., 0./-,*8:7-+7-30=!/-M>

)*/-./,2!3,-8;-6/0,2./6/73,-609/-87-3*/-AB2=/-3858!8<?-,*8:-3*03-3*/-;0,3/,3-5/.;8.6071/
8;-3*/-/73+./-,/.F/.-+,-87-3*/-,:+31*-O-,:+31*-,/.F/.-N-87-"PQPI-+3-107-=/-5.8F/9-=?-3*/-3+6/-./@2+./9-38
1865!/3/- 3*/- 9030- 3.07,;/.- 079- 3*/- 068273- 8;- 9030- 10501+3?- 1050=!/- 8;- ,/79+7<- 38- 3*/- KB>- )*/
8112../71/-8;-,5//9-5/.;8.6071/-+7-9030-3.07,6+,,+87-+,-=/102,/-8;-3*/-./!03+87,*+5-=/3://7-3*/-,/.F/.
079-3*/-KB-98/,-783-./@2+./-607?-,:+31*/,-3*03-62,3-=/-50,,/9I-,8-+3-0;;/13,-3*/-9030-9/!+F/.?-8:-7/3,>
)*/-9+,3071/-=/3://7-3*/-,/.F/.-079-3*/-KB-+,-:*03-0;;/13,-3*/-,5//9-9+;;/./71/-+7-9030-3.07,6+,,+87>
)*/-1!8,/.-3*/-KB-079-,/.F/.-0./I-3*/-;0,3/.-3*/-9030-+,-,/73>

)0=!/-M>-J/,2!3,-8;-AB2=/-)858!8<?-D/0,2./6/73-87-E/.F/.-P&$
H=56@# H78<78 I"J"K5D56E HJ77C:L8"G?%78
E:+31*M E/.F/.-P-"PQP TMP>$NM-,/1, UPRS-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*P E/.F/.-P-"MQP TT$>TOR-,/1, RUM$-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*M E/.F/.-M-"PQP $S>M$O-,/1, MU>VST-=?3/Q,/1
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E:+31*T E/.F/.-M-"MQP $S>TTO-,/1, MU>NMR-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*M E/.F/.-T-"PQP VU>OPT-,/1, MN>TOT-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*O E/.F/.-T-"MQP SP>MON-,/1, MR>VTV-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*M E/.F/.-N-"PQP $$>PVM-,/1, MU>RNS-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*U E/.F/.-N-"MQP $S>UMO-,/1, MU>TNV-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*N E/.F/.-O-"PQP $O>$MT-,/1, M$>PS$-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*P E/.F/.-O-"MQP $U>MUM-,/1, MU>$UT-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*N E/.F/.-R-"PQP SP>MON-,/1, MR>VTV-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*T E/.F/.-R-"MQP $S>UTM-,/1, MU>TN$-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*N E/.F/.-U-"PQP $U>VTM-,/1, MU>RVU-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*O E/.F/.-U-"MQP $S>MUV-,/1, MU>NNM-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*N E/.F/.-$-"PQP $V>MUU-,/1, MU>MTR-=?3/Q,/1
E:+31*U E/.F/.-$-"MQP SP>NRS-,/1, MR>SSU-=?3/Q,/1

4.2. Result of Measurement on DCell Topology
)*/-./,2!3,-8;-6/0,2.+7<-3*/-5/.;8.6071/-8;-9030-1/73/.-+7;.0,3.2132./-2,+7<-CB/!!-3858!8<?-0./-,*8:7
+7- )0=!/- T- )*/ 6/0,2./6/73,- 0./- 5/.;8.6/9- :+3*- 9+;;/./73- ,:+31*/,- 079- ,/.F/.,- :+3*- 3*/- ,06/
,*+55+7<-10501+3+/,>-)*/-3/,3-./,2!3,-,*8:-3*03-,5//9-5/.;8.6071/-+7-9030-3.07,;/.-*0,-0-9+;;/./73-3+6/>
)*/-=/,3-5/.;8.6071/-079-;0,3-:*/7- 3.07,;/..+7<-9030- +,-87-,/.F/.-P-,:+31*/,-P-87-"PQP-=/102,/- 3*/
,:+31*-*0,-0-1!8,/.-9+,3071/-38-3*/-,/.F/.>-)*/-9030-3.07,;/.-.03/-;.86-E/.F/.-P-"PQP-+7-E:+31*-P-38-KB-P
:+3*-RR$MRSO-=?3/,-9/!+F/.?-1050=+!+3?-</3,-MSIPMS-=?3/,Q,/1,-079-30%/,-$PISRM-,/1,-38-1865!/3/-3*/
9030-3.07,6+,,+87>-)*/-8F/.0!!-6/0,2./6/73-./,2!3,-0./-,*8:7-+7-)0=!/-T>

Table 2. Results of DCell Topology Measurement on Server 0-7
H=56@# H78<78 I"J"K5D56E HJ77C:L8"G?%78
Switch0 E/.F/.-P-"PQP $P>SRM-,/1, VMS>PMS-=?3/,Q,/1
Switch0 Server 2 F1/0 $O>P$U-,/1, 17.233 bytes/sec
Switch0 Server 3 F0/0 $O>VPO-,/1, 17.403 bytes/sec
Switch0 Server 4 F1/0 $U>P$S-,/1, 16.780 bytes/sec
Switch1 Server 5 F0/0 $P>SPV-,/1, 18.029 bytes/sec
Switch1 Server 6 F1/0 $O>N$V-,/1, 17.168 bytes/sec
Switch1 Server 7 F0/0 $R>POV-,/1, 17.045 bytes/sec
Switch1 Server 8 F1/0 $U>PTR-,/1, 16.742 bytes/sec
Switch2 Server 9 F0/0 $M>TPN-,/1, 17.929 bytes/sec
Switch2 Server 10 F1/0 $N>UUR-,/1, 17.330 bytes/sec
Switch2 Server 11 F0/0 $O>UO$-,/1, 17.102 bytes/sec
Switch2 Server 12 F1/0 $R>PST-,/1, 17.002 bytes/sec
Switch4 Server 13 F0/0 $N>V$U-,/1, 17.257 bytes/sec
Switch4 Server 14 F1/0 $N>RUO-,/1, 17.353 bytes/sec
Switch4 Server 15 F0/0 $T>NVN-,/1, 17.634 bytes/sec
Switch4 Server 16 F1/0 MPM>PUN-,/1, 12.631 bytes/sec
Switch3 Server 17 F0/0 $P>RTR-,/1, 18.101 bytes/sec
Switch3 Server 18 F1/0 $N>SM$-,/1, 17.294 bytes/sec
Switch3 Server 19 F0/0 $$>PVS-,/1, 16.558 bytes/sec
Switch3 Server 20 F1/0 $R>SSR-,/1, 16.823 bytes/sec

CB/!!-6/0,2./6/73,-:/./-5/.;8.6/9-2,+7<-T-58.3,-+/ "PQP-079-"MQPI-=23-3*/-./,/0.1*/.,-87!?
,211//9/9-87-"PQP>-)*/-./,/0.1*/.-070!?W/,- 3*03- ;0+!2./-87-"MQP-=/102,/-"MQP- +,-2,/9-0,- 3*/-9/;02!3
58.3- 38- ;8.:0.9- 3.0;;+1- 38- 3*/- 823,+9/- 7/3:8.%- 83*/.:+,/- +3- +,- 2,/9- 0,- 0- ,2=7/3>- C/;02!3- <03/:0?
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187;+<2.03+87- 87- 3*/- 58.3- +,- 783- ,+<7+;+1073- =/102,/-"MQP- +,- 87!?- 0=!/- 38- 9+,3.+=23/- 9030- =23- 107- 783
3.07,;/.-9030>

4.3. Comparition of Performance BCube and DCell Topology
)*/- 5/.;8.6071/- 18650.+,87- 8;- A12=/- 079-CB/!! 3858!8<+/,- +,- ,*8:7- +7- 30=!/- N- 079- 30=!/- O>- )*/
./,2!3,-8;-3*/-6/0,2./6/73,-107-=/-,//7-0,-;8!!8:,L

)0=!/-N-9/,1.+=/,-3*/-/45/.+6/73,-:+3*-9+;;/./73-9030-10501+3+/,>-)*/-3/,3-+,-987/-=?-30%+7<-3*/
;0.3*/,3- 9+,3071/- ;.86- 3*/- ,:+31*- M- ,/.F/.- P- "PQP- 38- KB- P> C/!+F/.?- 10501+3?- NNRRM$US- </3- NNRO
=?3/,Q,/1- ./,2!3,- :+3*- 3+6/- MPRM>NO- ,/1,>- )*/- 9030- 3.07,;/.- 10501+3?- 8;- MURVVMUP- </3,- ./,2!3R$UR
=?3/,Q,/1-:+3*-UOOIM$$-,/1,>-X*+!/-3*/-,*+55+7<-10501+3+/,-NMM$NVP-</3-MVTTN-=?3/,Q,/1-:+3*-MUTIMUR
,/1,>-X+3*-3*/-0=8F/-./,2!3,I-,*8:,-3*03-3*/-068273-8;-9030-10501+3?-0;;/13,-3*/-,5//9-8;-3.07,;/..+7<
9030>

)0=!/-N>-J/,2!3,-8;-AB2=/-)858!8<?-D/0,2./6/73-87-E/.F/.-:+3*-C030-B0501+3?
H=56@# H78<78 M"6":I"J"@56E I"J"K5D56E HJ77C:L8"G?%78
Switch1 E/.F/.-P-"PQP NNRRM$US MPRM>NO ,/1, NNRO-=?3/,Q,/1
Switch1 Server 0 F0/0 MURVVMUP UOO>M$$-,/1, 5765 bytes/sec
Switch1 Server 0 F0/0 NMM$NVP MUT>MUR-,/1, 19223 bytes/sec

)0=!/-O>-J/,2!3,-8;-CB/!!-)858!8<?-D/0,2./6/73-87-E/.F/.-:+3*-C030-B0501+3?
E:+31* E/.F/. C030-B0501+3? B050=+!+3? E5//9-).07,;/.
Switch4 E/.F/.-MR-"PQP NNRRM$US SMO>P$O-,/1, ONTS-=?3/,Q,/1
Switch4 Server 15 F0/0 MURVVMUP NVO>P$U-,/1, 9425 bytes/sec
Switch4 Server 15 F0/0 NMM$NVP $P>RUS-,/1, 44174 bytes/sec

)0=!/-O-9/,1.+=/,- /45/.+6/73,-:+3*-9+;;/./73- 9030- 10501+3+/,>-)*/- 3/,3- +,- 987/- =?- 30%+7<- 3*/-
;0.3*/,3-9+,3071/-;.86-3*/-O-,/.F/.-,:+31*-MR-"PQP-38-3*/-KB-P>-)*/-,*+55+7<-10501+3?-NNRRM$US-</3,-
ONTS-=?3/,Q,/1-:+3*-SMOIP$O- ,/1,>-)*/-9030- 3.07,;/.- 10501+3?-8;-MURVVMUP-</3,-VOTR-=?3/,Q,/1-:+3*-
NVOIP$U-,/1,>-X*+!/-3*/-,*+55+7<-10501+3+/,-NMM$NVP-</3-OOM$O-=?3/,Q,/1-./,2!3,-:+3*-3+6/-38-$PIRUS-
,/1,>-X+3*-3*/-./,2!3,-0=8F/I-,*8:,-3*03-3*/-068273-8;-9030-10501+3?-0;;/13,-3*/-,5//9-8;-3.07,;/..+7<-
9030>

".86- 3*/-)/,3-)858!8<?I-AB2=/- 079-CB/!!- 0=8F/-60%/- 0- 18650.+,87- 1*0.3- 0,- +7-"+<2./-�>-
".86- 3*/- <.05*- 0=8F/- +3- +,- 1871!29/9- 3*03-CB/!!- 5/.;8.6071/- +,- =/33/.- 3*07-AB2=/>-CB/!!- +,-68./-
1050=!/-8;-,/79+7<-9030-;0,3/.-=/102,/-8;-3*/-./!03+87,*+5-=/3://7-3*/-9+,3071/-=/3://7-3*/-,/.F/.-079-
3*/-KB-+,-783-388-;0.-0:0?-8.-+3-107-=/-,0+9-3*03-3*/-50,,+7<-,:+31*-38-3.07,6+3-9030-+,-783-388-621*-,8-
3*03-CB/!!-+,-;0,3/.-+7-9030-9/!+F/.?-3*07-A12=/-:*+1*-*0,-607?-,:+31*/,-079-.823/,-50,,/9-38-3.07,6+3-
9030-87-3*/-KB-/F/7-;2.3*/.-,8-3*03-9030-3.07,6+,,+87-+,-!87</.>

"+<2./-�>-B8650.+,87-8;-AB2=/-079-CB/!!-)858!8<?-K/.;8.6071/
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N3 IBG@D9?5BG
".86-3*/-./,/0.1*-3*03-*0,-=//7-987/-107-=/-1871!29/9-3*03-3*/-,5//9-8;-9030-3.07,;/.-=/3://7-AB2=/
079- CB/!!- ,*8:,- CB/!! =/33/.- 079- ;0,3/.- +7- 3.07,;/..+7<- 9030- ;.86- ,/.F/.- 38- KB>- )*+,- 107- *055/7
=/102,/I-+7-3/.6,-8;-./!03+87,*+5-079-9+,3071/-CB/!!-*0,-0-9+./13-./!03+87,*+5-=/3://7-KB-079-E/.F/.I
:*/./0,I- +7- AB2=/- 83*/.- 3*07- 3*/- 9+,3071/- KB- :+3*- ,/.F/.- /782<*- 38- *0F/- 0- !87<&9+,3071/I- 3*/
./!03+87,*+5-=/3://7-3*/-KB-:+3*-3*/-E/.F/.-62,3-<8-3*.82<*-607?-,:+31*/,>-Y8:/F/.I-+;-?82-:073-38
,//- +7- 3/.6,-8;- +73/<.+3?- +7-9030- 3.07,6+,,+87- 3*/7-AB2=/-621*-=/33/.>-AB2=/- +,-=/33/.-0=!/- 38- ,/79
9030-1865!/3/!?-:+3*823-07?-;0+!2./>
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